Style | S H O P P I N G

WISH LIST

From affordable treats to investment buys, there’s
so much that #EDLoves. Here’s this month’s pick…
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1 Take your home’s exterior back to nature with ‘Delicate Moss’ masonry paint. £33.59 for five litres, Dulux Weathershield (dulux.co.uk)
2 Make a statement with the striking, asymmetric ‘Stilla’ clock in green marble by AYTM. £116, Amara (amara.com)
3 This ‘Helicopter’ ceiling lamp makes the perfect focal point for any room. £1,100, Asaf Weinbroom (asafweinbroom.com)
4 Add a touch of tropical print with this ‘Paradisiaca’ fabric. £101.20 per metre, Casamance (casamance.com)
5 Create a tiered display of greenery with these rattan plant stands. From £118 each, Anthropologie (anthropologie.com/en-gb)
6 Made by hand, this ‘Circa’ jute rug is wonderfully understated and hardwearing. £225, Olli Ella (olliella.com)
7 This ‘Ray’ armchair by Antonio Citterio is ideal for an outdoor setting. From £2,894, B&B Italia (bebitalia.com)
8 The ‘Palma 080’ rattan table by Tine K Home is a twist on a traditional style. From £300, Tea and Kate (teaandkate.co.uk)
9 Accessorise using the colour of the moment with this terracotta plant pot. From £3.99, H&M (hm.com)
10 This ‘Harmony’ highball glass by Jabůrek Lukáš for Moser is bang on trend. £55, William and Son (williamandson.com)
11 A perfect partner for the ‘Harmony’ glass, the ‘Beak’ water jug by Tomas Kral is a stylish hit. £59, Nude (nudeglass.com)
12 The ‘Stockholm’ armchair and cushion set by Nike Karlsson is handcrafted, making every piece unique. From £110, Ikea (ikea.com)
13 Inject bold pattern with this flocked ‘Kurt’ cushion in tonal greens and blues by Martha Coates. £18.50, Habitat (habitat.co.uk)
14 Cluster these ‘Polystone’ plant pots by Hay for maximum impact. From £10, Future and Found (futureandfound.com)
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